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Red Azalea 2012-11-05

born into a devoutly maoist family in 1950s shanghai and forced to work on a communal farm from the age of seventeen anchee min found herself in an alienating and
hostile political climate where her only friendships were perilous and intense both candid and touching this compelling memoir documents her isolation and illicit love
against the backdrop of china s cultural revolution from her coming of age in the red guard to her recruitment into madame mao s burgeoning industry of propaganda
movies red azalea explores the secret sensuality of a repressive society with elegance and honesty

The Cooked Seed 2014-01-01

the sequel to anchee min s internationally bestselling memoir red azalea in which she leaves china for america struggles to find her way her voice and her love and succeeds
in all

Rode Azalea 2021-09-02

hoe is het om als jong meisje op te groeien in het communistische china in rode azalea vertelt anchee min over haar bijzondere jeugd als modelcommunist van jongs af aan
wordt ze grootgebracht met de leer van mao zedong en op zeventienjarige leeftijd als oudste kind in de familie werkt ze als soldaat bij de kleine rode brigade ondanks de harde
leefomstandigheden wordt zij uitgekozen om een grote rol te spelen in een propagandafilm plotseling begeeft ze zich in de luxe filmwereld maar ook die is zwaar en competitief
hoe kijkt anchee zelf terug op haar levensverhaal ontdek het in haar indrukwekkende autobiografie rode azalea en leer over de culturele revolutie en het communisme in china
anchee min 1957 is geboren in shanghai en groeide op tijdens de culturele revolutie in china als tiener werkte ze onder erbarmelijke omstandigheden op een boerderij waarna ze
werd uitgekozen om te acteren in een communistische film in 1984 verhuisde ze naar amerika en begon ze te schrijven over haar memoires haar debuut rode azalea werd een
internationale bestseller en werd in twintig landen gepubliceerd ook schreef ze meerdere historische romans over china met sterke vrouwen in de hoofdrol zoals keizerin
orchidee en parel van china anchee woont met haar man en dochter in los angeles en shanghai

Red Azalea 2011-02-23

a revelatory and disturbing portrait of china this is anchee min s celebrated memoir of growing up in the last years of mao s china as a child min was asked to publicly
humiliate a teacher at seventeen she was sent to work at a labor collective forbidden to speak dress read write or love as she pleased she found a lifeline in a secret love
affair with another woman miraculously selected for the film version of one of madame mao s political operas min s life changed overnight then chairman mao suddenly died
taking with him an entire world this national bestseller and new york times notable book is exceptional for its candor its poignancy its courage and for its prose which
newsweek calls as delicate and evocative as a traditional chinese brush painting

Red Azalea 1993

anchee min now a painter film maker photographer and writer left china for america in 1984 she had been a prize pupil and a model member of mao tse tung s red guard for her
dutiful work for the party she was awarded a place at the arduous red fire farm where she experienced at great personal risk her sexual and emotional awakening with
the female company leader selected from 20 000 candidates to be a star of propagandist films she left behind the farm and her lover for fame and an exotic affair with one
of madame mao s leading emissaries

The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Asian American Literature [3 volumes] 2008-12-30

asian american literature dates back to the close of the 19th century and during the years following world war ii it significantly expanded in volume and diversity
monumental in scope this encyclopedia surveys asian american literature from its origins through 2007 included are more than 270 alphabetically arranged entries on
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writers major works significant historical events and important terms and concepts thus the encyclopedia gives special attention to the historical social cultural and
legal contexts surrounding asian american literature and central to the asian american experience each entry is written by an expert contributor and cites works for
further reading and the encyclopedia closes with a selected general bibliography of essential print and electronic resources while literature students will value this
encyclopedia as a guide to writings by asian americans the encyclopedia also supports the social studies curriculum by helping students use literature to learn about
asian american history and culture as it pertains to writers from a host of asian ethnic and cultural backgrounds including afghans chinese japanese koreans filipinos
iranians indians vietnamese hawaiians and other asian pacific islanders the encyclopedia supports the literature curriculum by helping students learn more about asian
american literature in addition it supports the social studies curriculum by helping students learn about the asian american historical and cultural experience

The Advocate 1994-02-22

the advocate is a lesbian gay bisexual transgender lgbt monthly newsmagazine established in 1967 it is the oldest continuing lgbt publication in the united states

Azalea roja 2013-12-15

el relato autobiogr�fico que laz� a la fama mundial a anchee min esta es la historia de una ni�a que creci� en una �poca y un lugar en los que el alma estaba subyugada
al estado la belleza inspiraba desconfianza y el amor pod�a ser castigado con la muerte de c�mo acab� en un campo de trabajo donde se la destin� a la recolecci�n de
algod�n y de su relaci�n con una compa�era de su misma edad con quien desafi� en secreto todas las normas de la moral revolucionaria es la historia de una ca�da y una
redenci�n y un viaje de pasi�n peligro suerte y traici�n es en definitiva un retrato esclarecedor de la china de mao y de una mujer que vivi� para contarlo rese�as un relato
autobiogr�fico conmovedor que llegar� al coraz�n de todo el mundo amy tan no se trata de un libro escrito para vengarse de nadie sino m�s bien para conocerse a s�
misma lo que a su vez nos permite conocernos mejor el pa�s

Historical Dictionary of Asian American Literature and Theater 2022-08-15

historical dictionary of asian american literature and theater second edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section
has more than 700 cross referenced entries on genres major terms and authors

The Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century Fiction, 3 Volume Set 2011-01-18

this encyclopedia offers an indispensable reference guide to twentieth century fiction in the english language with nearly 500 contributors and over one million words it is
the most comprehensive and authoritative reference guide to twentieth century fiction in the english language contains over 500 entries of 1000 3000 words written in
lucid jargon free prose by an international cast of leading scholars arranged in three volumes covering british and irish fiction american fiction and world fiction with
each volume edited by a leading scholar in the field entries cover major writers such as saul bellow raymond chandler john steinbeck virginia woolf a s byatt samual
beckett d h lawrence zadie smith salman rushdie v s naipaul nadine gordimer alice munro chinua achebe j m coetzee and ng�g� wa thiong o and their key works examines the
genres and sub genres of fiction in english across the twentieth century including crime fiction sci fi chick lit the noir novel and the avant garde novel as well as the major
movements debates and rubrics within the field such as censorship globalization modernist fiction fiction and the film industry and the fiction of migration diaspora and
exile

Chinese Women Writers in Diaspora 2009-03-26

the mention of chinese women writers in diaspora immediately brings to mind jung chang b 1952 and her wild swans three daughters of china 1991 which won the 1992 ncr
book award and the 1993 british book of the year award and got officially banned in china despite its popular reception and crucial acclaim chang s work has invited a
lot of attacks among the most common is the contention that it merely focuses on the experience of the privileged and does not tell the reader what other memoirs have
not already revealed chinese women writers in diaspora is a pioneering study that focuses on four chinese women writers currently living in the united states and england
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whose works have been popularly received and are in many cases highly controversial but have received little scholarly attention xinran b 1958 hong ying b 1962 anchee
min b 1957 and adeline yen mah b 1937 the chapters illuminate how xinran constructs her identity and her fellow chinese women in dialectics of self and other how hong
ying evokes cycles of return that blend western and chinese philosophical concepts how min employs images of theatre and theatrical conventions to depict the
entrapment and transgression of her protagonists and how mah transliterates and appropriates both western and chinese fairy tale motifs to fashion her chinese feminist
utopia while jung chang s memoir seems confining it has aroused interest in the genre of chinese female autobiography and chinese women writers who live and write between
cultures

Asian American Fiction, History and Life Writing 2012-11-12

the last ten years have witnessed an enormous growth in american interest in asia and asian american history in particular a set of key asian historical moments have
recently become the subject of intense american cultural scrutiny namely china s cultural revolution and its aftermath the korean american war and its legacy the era of
japanese geisha culture and its subsequent decline and china s one child policy and the rise of transracial international adoption in its wake grice examines and accounts
for this cultural and literary preoccupation exploring the corresponding historical political situations that have both circumscribed and enabled greater cultural and
political contact between asia and america

New York Magazine 1994-01-31

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has
been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Acting the Right Part 2002-01-31

acting the right part is a cultural history of huaju modern chinese drama from 1966 to 1996 xiaomei chen situates her study both in the context of chinese literary and
cultural history and in the context of comparative drama and theater cultural studies and critical issues relevant to national theater worldwide following a
discussion of the marginality of modern chinese drama in relation to other genres periods and cultures early chapters focus on the dynamic relationship between theater
and revolution chosen during the cultural revolution as the exclusive artistic vehicle to promote proletariat art model theater raises important questions about the
complex relationships between women memory nation state revolution and visual culture throughout this study chen argues that dramatic norms inform both theatrical
performance and everyday political behavior in contemporary china

Immigrant Fictions 2010-03-01

immigrant fictions is a groundbreaking collection that brings together studies of world literature book history narrative theory and the contemporary novel to
challenge methods of critical reading based on national models of literary culture contributors suggest that contemporary novels by immigrant writers need to be read
across several geographies of production circulation and translation analyzing work by david peace george lamming caryl phillips iva pekarkova yan geling theresa hak
kyung cha anchee min and monica ali these essays take up a range of critical topics including the transnational book and the migrant writer the comparative reception
history of postcolonial fiction transnational criticism and asian american literature in the u s mobility and feminism in translation linguistic mediation and immigrating
fictions migration and the politics of narrative form

Wild Ginger 2004-01-01

two girls come of age during the horrors of china s cultural revolution in this novel by the national bestselling author of empress orchid the young and beautiful wild
ginger is only in elementary school but has already survived hell through her sheer iron will singled out by the red guards for her foreign colored eyes she has seen her
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deceased father branded a traitor and her mother commit suicide under the oppressive weight of persecution but the young wild ginger will not allow herself to be taken
down nor will she turn her back on other martyrs like sweet maple daughter of a teacher of chinese history survivor of a labor camp and victim of daily brutal beatings
by a gang girl called hot pepper while the two become fast friends over their shared ostracism it is wild ginger who will take her maoist principles to the extreme becoming
no less than a national model for the revolutionary communist doctrine but when both self possessed young girls begin to feel a prohibited romantic love for the same
boy all three of them will face mortal danger in this novel the author of pearl of china and the new york times notable book red azalea continues her extraordinarily
acute inquiry into the wounded psyches of martyrs and survivors of china s horrific cultural revolution as in all her unsparing compelling and transcendent books min
discerns both the vulnerability and strength of individuals and more disturbingly unveils the eroticism of pain given our own times min s taut and compassionate tale of
oppressed teenagers kept in ignorance of the wider world children brainwashed into performing acts of violence and self destruction is especially urgent booklist

Narratives of Diaspora 2013-12-17

chinese american authors often find it necessary to represent asian history in their literary works tracing the development of the literary production of maxine hong
kingston amy tan lisa see and russell leong among others this book captures the effects of international politics and globalization on chinese american diasporic
consciousness

American Ethnic Writers 2000

presents profiles of american writers of asian african jewish native american and other ethnic backgrounds discussing their contributions to literature and how their
works deal with the themes of race and ethnicity

Azalea rossa 1996

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has
been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

New York Magazine 1994-01-31

this volume addresses the current boom in biographical fictions across the globe examining the ways in which gendered lives of the past become re imagined as gendered
narratives in fiction building on this research this book is the first to address questions of gender in a sustained and systematic manner that is also sensitive to cultural
and historical differences in both raw material and fictional reworking it develops a critical lens through which to approach biofictions as fictions of gender drawing on
theories of biofiction and historical fiction life writing studies feminist criticism queer feminist readings postcolonial studies feminist art history and trans studies
attentive to various approaches to fictionalisation that reclaim appropriate or re invent their raw material the volume assesses the critical revisionist and
deconstructive potential of biographical fictions while acknowledging the effects of clich� gender norms and established narratives in many of the texts under
investigation the introduction of this book is available open access under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer com chapter 1 is available open access under a creative
commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com

Imagining Gender in Biographical Fiction 2022-12-15

life writings narratives and studies in gender have been posing critical challenges to fetishizing the manner of canon formations and curriculum propriety this book engages
with these and other challenges turning our customary gaze towards women especially marginal enabling us to interrogate the established pedagogical practices that
accentuates the continuing denial of their agency reproduction of the cultural modes of narrativization based on memory and experience becomes a mode of reclaiming the
agency these challenge the homogenising singularity of communitarian notions besides dominant gender constructs using visual textual popular historical cultural and
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gender modes enabling one to rethink our received theoretical frameworks this edited volume brings together 21 essays on life writings produced by both well established
and emerging writers in the field of literature written by scholars from countries like india pakistan china usa iran yemen and australia to name just a few many of the
essays in this book focus on how the progress of the self is often impeded by the society it finds itself in with an enlightening foreword by dr e v ramakrishnan and a
detailed critical introduction by aparna lanjewar bose this anthology is useful for all those who wish to learn more about this genre of writing

Writing Gender Writing Self 2020-05-06

when freudian sexual theory hit china in the early 20th century it ran up against competing models of the mind from both chinese tradition and the new revolutionary
culture chinese theorists of the mind both traditional intellectuals and revolutionary psychologists steadily put forward the anti freud a mind shaped not by deep
interiority that must be excavated by professionals but shaped instead by social and cultural interactions chinese novelists and film directors understood this focus
and its relationship to mao s revolutionary ethos and much of the literature of twentieth century china reflects the spiritual qualities of the revolutionary mind from
ah q to lei feng investigates the continual clash of these contrasting models of the mind provided by freud and revolutionary chinese culture and explores how writers
and filmmakers negotiated with the implications of each model

From Ah Q to Lei Feng 2008-10-16

a memoir from a one time supporter of the maoist regime who experienced life in china as a member of the communist party and as a political prisoner on a labor farm

A. Magazine 2000

a sharp edged satire of contemporary motherhood from a comic novelist on the rise in the hip haven of portland oregon a pack of unsteady but loyal friends asks what it
means to bring babies into an already crowded world sarah studies animal behavior at the zoo she s well versed in the mating habits of captive animals and at the same
time she s desperate to mate to create sweet little offspring of her own georgie is busy with a newborn while her husband humble finds solace in bourbon and televised
violence dulcet makes a living stripping down in high school gyms to sell the beauty of sex ed nyla is out to save the world while having trouble saving her own teen
daughter who has discovered the world of drugs and the occult as these friends and others navigate a space between freedom and intimacy they realize the families they
forge through shared experience are as important as those inherited through birth a smart edgy and poignantly funny exploration of the complexities of what parenthood
means today monica drake s second novel demonstrates that when it comes to babies we can learn a lot by considering our place in the animal kingdom

Red Azalea [pbk] 1995

this novel described by the san francisco chronicle book review as nothing short of miraculous is the story of zebra wong a chinese girl whose pragmatic mind conflicts
with her passionate heart lion head her classmate whose penchant for romantic intrigue belies his political ambitions and katherine the seductive american with the red
lipstick and the wild laugh who teaches them english and other foreign concepts individualism sensuality the beatles in katherine s classroom repression and rebellion meet
head on and the consequences are both tragic and liberating

The Stud Book 2013-04-09

negotiating identities is a study of the development of writing by asian american women in the 20th century with particular emphasis on the successful late 20th century
writers such as maxine hong kingston amy tan joy kogawa bharati mukherjee and gish jen it relates the development of asian writing by women in america with a comparative
element incorporating britain to a series of theoretical preoccupations the mother daughter dyad biracialism ethnic histories citizenship genre and the idea of home
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Katherine 2001-03-01

the collection interpretation and display of art from the people s republic of china and particularly the art of the cultural revolution have been problematic for
museums these objects challenge our perception of chineseness and their style content and the means of their production question accepted notions of how we perceive art
this book links art history museology and visual culture studies to examine how museums have attempted to reveal discuss and resolve some of these issues amy jane
barnes addresses a series of related issues associated with collection and display how museums deal with difficult and controversial subjects the role they play in
mediating between the object and the audience the role of the other in the creation of self and national identities the nature role and function of art in society the museum
as image maker the impact of communism and maoism on the cultural history of the twentieth century and the appropriation of communist visual iconography this book
will be of interest to researchers and students of museology visual and cultural studies as well as scholars of chinese and revolutionary art

Negotiating Identities 2002-10-11

from the highly acclaimed author of red azalea set amongst a generation that came of age during the brutality of the cultural revolution katherine tells the story of a
young american who comes to china to teach english and the tantalizing emotions her arrival stirs there

The Advocate 1994

this is a concept from physics in which it is surmised that small actions can have enormous consequences and that the flutter of a butterfly s wing on one side of the
world can cause devastating storms on the other side this work includes poems on a range of subjects including death history culture physics and more

Museum Representations of Maoist China 2016-04-15

it is the final days of the chinese empire trade in opium with europe is slowly corroding the power of the ch ing dynasty orchid a beautiful seventeen year old from an
aristocratic but impoverished family is pushed into the maelstrom when she finds herself unexpectedly chosen to become a lower ranking concubine of the emperor the world
inside the forbidden city is erotically charged and highly ritualised but beneath its immaculate face lie whispers of murders and ghosts the thousands of concubines will go
to any lengths to bear the emperor a son and become his empress determined not to be a victim of the jealousies and foul play orchid trains herself in the art of pleasuring a
man bribes her way into the royal bed and seduces the monarch little does she know that china will collapse around her and she will be its last empress

Katherine 1995

presents extended reviews of noteworthy books short reviews essays and articles on topics and trends in publishing literature culture and the arts includes lists of best
sellers hardcover and paperback

The Butterfly Effect 2005

one of the most tumultuous periods in modern chinese history the cultural revolution affected virtually all chinese people and all aspects of chinese life including art
music and drama education factory management economic planning and medical care studies of the cultural revolution in both chinese and western languages have
burgeoned over the past three decades this comprehensive easy to use bibliography provides a guide to published english language sources on the cultural revolution with
over a thousand entries it includes books monographs dissertations and audio visual materials on a broad range of topics from the military education religion and
economics to foreign relations population art literature and drama including titles published through the end of 1997 and a few in 1998 the book provides a general
overview of the literature on the chinese cultural revolution and its impact on china its scope and coverage make it a useful resource for any library whose readers have
an interest in modern chinese history
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Empress Orchid 2005-01

how well can you decode the signs that permeate our daily lives all of us consciously or not constantly engage in the acts of reading and interpreting the signs in the
world around us but how do we sharpen these skills deepen our awareness of meaning in a complex world and ultimately reach our full potential as university writers
this book answers the needs of students of composition culture studies and literature providing a process orientated guide to analyzing anything

The New York Times Book Review 1994

in this book li li reveals complex connections between memory about the chinese cultural revolution and representations of memory as a means of identity remapping
ideological reconfiguration and artistic negotiation in a context of cross cultural environment

The Rustication Experience in Cultural Revolution Memoirs 1998

a groundbreaking volume from lamda award winning editors naomi holoch and joan nestle the vintage book of international lesbian fiction presents a range of literary
voices from twenty seven countries spanning six continents and offers glimpses of lesbian life in unfamilar often exotic climes we follow an irish woman as she travels
through time in search of a wronged maiden and anticipate the harrowing fate of a married indian woman who pursues pleasure with her female lover under the shadow of
her husbands suspicious rage we meet a teacher in barcelona who locks herself up in her grandmother s house with her young columbian student and witness a slovenian
woman s rendezvous with her long dead lover this collection includes the work of familiar writers as well as a number never before published in english from the west
indies to eastern europe the middle east to southeast asia latin america to south africa the distinctive stories found in these pages evoke the diverse political cultural
emotional and sexual landscapes of each writer s life a groundbreaking volume from the lamda award winning editors naomi holoch and joan nestle who also wrote the
introduction this collections evokes the universal urgency of persistent desire table of contents mary dorcey ireland from a noise from the woodshedmakeda sivera
jamaicacaribbean chameleonmireille best francest�phanie s bookchristina peri rossi uruguayfinal judgement and singing in the desertshani mootoo india trinidad canadalemon
scentmarguerite yourcenar belgiumsappho or suicideemma donoghue irelandlooking for petronillasylvia molloy argentinafrom certificate of absencedale gunthorp south
africagypsophilakaren williams south africathe came at dawncynthia price south africalesbian bedroomsalifa rifaat egyptmy world of the unknownyasmin v tambiah sri
lankathe civil war sandalwood transl iter ation i and transl iter ation ii for aruna and giti dionne brand trinidadmadame alaird s breastsviolette leduc francefrom l
aphyxieanchee min chinafromred azaleagerd brantenberg norwayfrom four windsesther tusquets spainfrom the same sea as every summerkaren susan fessel germanylost
facesmar �a eugenia alegr�a nu�ez cubathe girl typist who worked for a provincial ministry of culturengahuia te awekatuku aotearoa new zealandparetipua old man
tuna andwatching the big girlsdacia maraini italyfromletters to marinarosamar�a roffiel mexicoforever lasts only a full moonanna blaman hollandfrom lonely
adventurechrista winsloe germanyfrom the child manuelaachy obejas cubawatersnicole brossard canadafrommauve desertgila svirsky israelmeeting nataliamaureen duffy
englandfromthe microcosmjeanne d arc jutras canadafrom georgiesuzana tratnik sloveniaunder the ironwood treeselena georgiou cyprusaphrodite s visionetel adnan
lebanonfrom in the heart of the heart of another countrygina schein australiaminnie gets married

China During the Cultural Revolution, 1966-1976 1999-01-30

in this latest completely revised women travel anthology rough guides present a whole new crew of writers journalists travellers dreamers and escapists each with a
journey to share and a tale to inspire featuring more than 80 adventures around the world women travel tells you what it s like to backpack around india with your
mother in tow hitch up with a shepherd in spain set up the ultimate writers retreat on the icefields of antarctica hang out with hippies in the australian rainforest be
crowned queen mother of an african village have a girls night out in the kalahari desert and sweat behind the scenes at a caribbean carnival

Analyze Anything 2013-10-02
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Memory, Fluid Identity, and the Politics of Remembering 2016-06-21

The Vintage Book of International Lesbian Fiction 2010-03-31

Women Travel 1999
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